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Abstract
Given a set S of n points in Rd, a k-set is a subset of k points of S that can be strictly
separated by a hyperplane from the remaining n − k points. Similarly, one may consider k-
facets, which are hyperplanes that pass through d points of S and have k points on one side.
A notorious open problem is to determine the asymptotics of the maximum number of k-sets.
In this paper we study a variation on the k-set/k-facet problem with hyperplanes replaced by
algebraic surfaces belonging to certain families. We demonstrate how one may translate bounds
for the original problem to bounds for the algebraic variation. In stark contrast to the original
k-set/k-facet problem, there are some natural families of algebraic curves for which the number
of k-facets can be counted exactly. For example, we show that the number of halving conic
sections for any set of 2n+ 5 points in general position in the plane is 2
(
n+2
2
)2
. To understand
the limits of our argument we study a class of maps we call generally neighborly embeddings,
which map generic point sets into neighborly position.
1 Introduction
The k-set problem aims to understand the following: given a set of n points in Rd, in how many
ways can it be strictly separated into k and n−k points by an affine hyperplane? More specifically,
one wants to understand the asymptotics of the maximum number of such partitions as a function
of n and d. This is an outstanding open problem in discrete and computational geometry (from
unpublished work by E. G. Straus, see [1, 2, 3]). For most of our discussion we focus on the
essentially equivalent problem of counting k-facets, where a k-facet of a generic set S of n points
in Rd is a subset of d points of S together with a choice of “side” or orientation such that the
hyperplane containing those d points has k points of S in the interior of its positive side.
It is natural to ask similar questions for families of surfaces different from all hyperplanes.
These sorts of questions have been studied in [4, 5, 6, 7]. [5], of particular interest to us, shows
that for any set of 2n + 1 points in general position in the plane, the number of circles that go
through 3 points and split the remaining points in half is exactly n2. We call this phenomenon
exact counting. An essentially equivalent result was proven earlier in [4] by counting vertices of
certain Voronoi diagrams. [7] extended the result to convex pseudo-circles.
Borrowing from the language of set theory/computational geometry/learning theory, one can
think of the k-set problem as being formulated over a set system (also known as a hypegraph,
hypothesis class or range space), namely a universe and a family of subsets of the universe. In the
k-set problem the universe is Rd and the family of subsets is all halfspaces. The contribution of this
paper is to take a step towards the understanding of the k-set problem for general set systems. We
focus on set systems induced by maps in the following way: given a map ϕ : Rn → Rd, the set system
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induced by ϕ has universe Rn and family of subsets {ϕ−1(H) : H is a closed halfspace in Rd}.
Moreover, most of our results involve maps ϕ with components that are polynomials, so that the
separating surfaces in the resulting set system are algebraic surfaces. Our choices of maps are also
partly motivated by the choices in kernel classifiers in machine learning. In particular, our map
that induces separators that are algebraic surfaces of degree at most m corresponds to the feature
map of the polynomial kernel [8].
The main challenge is that even for the case of lines in the plane (the basic k-set problem on the
plane), the asymptotics of the maximum number of k-sets is not well understood despite decades
of effort. The best known asymptotic bounds are neΩ(
√
log k) [9, 10, 11] and O(nk1/3) [12, 13].
Our contributions:
• Exact count. We show that the exact count phenomenon of [4, 5] (for halving circles) holds
for other natural set systems: conic sections (Theorem 15) and homogeneous polynomials of
fixed even degree on the plane (Theorem 16). We prove this by establishing a remarkable
property of the corresponding maps: generic point sets are mapped to point sets that form
the vertices of a neighborly polytope (Propositions 11 and 12, see Section 6 for background).
This is then combined with the known fact that the number of k-facets of a neighborly point
set is given by a formula that depends only on the dimension, k and the number of points
[14, 15], [3, Proposition 4.1].
• Limits of the neighborliness argument. We study the limits of the neighborliness argu-
ment above that provides exact counting. We show that, for polynomial maps, the argument
only works for points on the plane. We proceed as follows: For the argument to work,
one needs the map ϕ : Rn → Rd to map a generic set of points into a k-neighborly set of
points for certain k. We call such maps generally k-neighborly embeddings (Definition 29).
We study the minimal dimension d′ so that ϕ is a generally k-neighborly embedding and
show that d′ ≤ 2k + n − 1 (Theorem 27) and, for polynomial maps whose image is a vari-
ety, d′ = 2k + n − 1 (Theorem 33). This line of work relates to a problem of M. Perles on
k-neighborly embeddings (see Section 11).
• Convex position bound. We show an improved upper bound on the number of k-sets/k-
facets for points in convex position (Proposition 19).
• Degree of neighborliness. We study the degree of neighborliness of point sets mapped
by a ϕ with components “all monomials of degree at most m” or “all monomials of degree
exactly m” (Propositions 17 and 18). These maps induce separators that are the zero set of
a polynomial of degree m or a homogeneous polynomial of degree m. In particular, for even
m these maps embed point sets into point sets in convex position and the convex position
bound gives an improved bound on the number of k-facets.
• Weakly neighborly point sets. We leverage weakly k-neighborly point sets and maps
(Definition 34), a notion that is better behaved for our purposes than generally k-neighborly
and Perles’s k-neighborly maps (Proposition 35).
• Standard bounds: We show how upper bounds for the standard k-set problem for hyper-
planes give bounds for set systems induced by maps (Propositions 4 and 5). These bounds
can be used when none of our other bounds apply.
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2 Background on the k-set Problem
Let S be a set of points in Rd. A k-set of S is a subset A ⊂ S of size k that can be strictly separated
from S \ A by a hyperplane. Strictly separated means that A is contained in one open halfspace
determined by the hyperplane and S \ A is contained in the other. We use the notation a
(d)
k (n) to
denote the maximum number of k-sets that a set of n points in Rd can have.
When studying the k-set problem, one usually only considers point sets which are in general
linear position. A set of points in Rd is in general linear position if no d + 1 or fewer points are
affinely dependent. This reduction is justified by the observation that the maximum number of
k-sets is attained by a set of points in general linear position (see for example [3]).
Some of our results will not assume general position so it is important to note that established
bounds for a
(d)
k (n) hold for arbitrary point sets. In fact, the bounds hold even for point sets which
have repeated points, i.e., multisets of points. To see this, observe that perturbing a set of points
can only increase the number of k-sets [3]. Therefore, if we start out with a multiset, we can perturb
it slightly to create a set (in general linear position) with the same number of points and at least
as many k-sets.
For point sets in general linear position, one can study a closely related problem where strictly
separating hyperplanes are replace by hyperplanes spanned by points from the set. Let S be a
finite set of points in general linear position in Rd and let ∆ be a simplex spanned by d points from
S. After choosing one side of aff(∆) as the positive side, the oriented simplex ∆ is a k-facet of S
if the open halfspace on the positive side of aff(∆) contains k points from S. (Sometimes we will
identify a k-facet of S with the oriented d-subset of points that span ∆ rather than ∆ itself). The
maximum number of k-facets that a set of n points in general linear position in Rd may have is
denoted e
(d)
k (n).
It seems unlikely that one would be able to determine e
(d)
k (n) or a
(d)
k (n) precisely, so instead
efforts have focused on finding the asymptotic behavior of these functions. If one is only concerned
with the asymptotics, then it suffices to study either k-sets or k-facets since for fixed d and n→∞,
a
(d)
k (n) and e
(d)
k (n) have the same asymptotic behavior [3]. In this paper we focus on k-facets since
our results which count k-facets exactly cannot be adapted to the setting of k-sets.
3 General Position
After defining k-sets and k-facets for set systems other than halfspaces, we will need to use various
general position assumptions different from general linear position.
In Section 10, we study the minimal possible d among maps ϕ : Rn → Rd that embed generic
point sets into k-neighborly point sets. So, we need a precise criterion for deciding what is an
acceptable notion of general position for point sets. This criterion is described below. See [16,
Section 1.1] for more on general position. Our lower bound on d works with a criterion that
allows notions of general position that have very few generic point sets, and this makes the bound
stronger. (“Even maps that embed very few point sets into a k-neighborly point set are proven to
be impossible”)
At the same time, our upper bound and other explicit constructions of maps, have general
position assumptions that are more standard and have many generic point sets. In particular, they
are of the kind described in the next paragraph (zero set of some multivariate polynomial).
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A crucial property of general position for point sets in Rp is that any configuration of points
has some configuration in general position arbitrarily close to it. One way of guaranteeing this is
by describing the point sets which violate the general position assumption by the zero set of some
multivariate polynomial: Say we have an n-point set S in Rp. The collection of all configurations
of n-point sets in Rp can be identified with Rpn. In this case, the general position assumption
put on S is that P (t1, . . . , tpn) 6= 0 for some nonzero polynomial P in pn variables. In this setup,
say N ⊂ Rpn is the collection of point configurations which do not satisfy the general position
assumption. Then it is always the case that N has empty interior in Rpn. This further motivates
our definition of general position.
Definition 1. A general position assumption for point sets in Rn is any condition on point sets
in Rn that has the property that for each p ∈ N, the set of configurations N ⊂ Rpn which do not
satisfy the condition has empty interior in Rpn.
4 Set Systems
A set system is a pair (X,F) where X is a ground set and F is a collection of subsets of X. In this
paper all set systems have subsets described by polynomial inequalities.
We use P dm to denote the family of all polynomials of degree at most m in d variables. Similarly,
Hdm denotes the family of all homogeneous polynomials of degree m in d variables. Since m = 1 is
the case of hyperplanes, we will only consider m > 1 when using this notation.
We will use the notation Pdm to refer to all regions of R
d cut out by inequalities of the form
p(x) ≤ a where p(x) ∈ P dm and a ∈ R. Similarly, H
d
m denotes all regions of R
d cut out by inequalities
of the form h(x) ≤ a where h(x) ∈ Hdm. Therefore, (R
d,Pdm) and (R
d,Hdm) are set systems for any
m,d.
When discussing algebraic surfaces we will sometimes refer to the regions {x ∈ Rd : p(x) ≤ a}
and {x ∈ Rd : p(x) ≥ a} as the two “sides” of the surface p(x) = a.
Generally, what we mean by an algebraic k-set for a set S is a polynomial equality p(x) = a
such that {x ∈ Rd : p(x) < a} contains k points of S. Similarly, an algebraic k-facet for a set
S is a polynomial equality p(x) = a such that {x ∈ Rd : p(x) < a} contains k points of S and
{x ∈ Rd : p(x) = a} contains ℓ points of S where ℓ is some integer parameter that depends on the
number of degrees of freedom of the particular family of polynomials in question. Precise definitions
for algebraic k-sets/k-facets are given below.
5 k-sets and k-facets for General Set Systems
The k-set problem concerns dividing point sets by hyperplanes. The associated set system is half-
spaces. In this section we define k-sets and k-facets for more general set systems.
In principle, one could define k-sets for any set system. Loosely speaking, given a set system
(X,F ) and a finite set S of point in X, an F-k-set of S is a range in F that contains k points
from S in its “interior”. Similarly, a F -k-facet should be a range in F that contains k points
in its “interior” and some number of points on its “boundary”. However, these generalizations
are problematic since general set systems (unlike halfspaces) may not have ranges with an easily
identifiable interior and boundary. Therefore, we will only define k-sets and k-facets for a special
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type of set system, those that are induced by maps. What we mean by this is explained in the next
section.
5.1 k-facets for Set Systems Induced by Maps
Suppose we have a map ϕ : Rd → Rp, that is, a map of Rd into some (usually higher dimensional)
space. Any such map induces a set system on the ground set Rd in the following way. Let Fϕ
consist of all regions R ⊂ Rd of the form ϕ−1(H) where H is a closed halfspace in Rd. We say that
R is induced by the halfspace H and we say the set system (Rd,Fϕ) is induced by ϕ. As we will
see later, many interesting set systems are induced by maps.
Now we can define k-sets/facets for set systems induced by maps.
Definition 2. Given a set system (X,Fϕ) induced by a map ϕ : X → R
p and a finite set S of
points in X, a Fϕ-k-set of S is a subset A ⊂ S of size k such that ϕ(A) can be strictly separated
from ϕ(S \ A) by a hyperplane.
Definition 3. Given a set system (X,Fϕ) induced by a map ϕ : X → R
p and a finite set S of
points in X such that ϕ(S) is in general linear position, a Fϕ-k-facet of S is a p-subset P of points
from S, along with some orientation of ϕ(P ), such that the oriented p-set ϕ(P ) is a k-facet of ϕ(S).
These definition may seem somewhat synthetic since we are defining Fϕ-k-sets/facets directly
from k-sets/facets in the image space. However, one can observe that according to these definitions,
Fϕ-k-sets/facets are what we would hope for them to be. For example, in the case of Fϕ-k-facets,
each Fϕ-k-facet corresponds to a range R in Fϕ of the form R = ϕ
−1(H) where H is the halfspace
on the positive side of some k-facet of ϕ(S). Range R has the property that there are k points from
S in the “interior” of R and there are p points from S on the “boundary” of R. If the boundary
of H is given by a · y = b then the “interior” of R is {x : a · ϕ(x) < b} and the “boundary” of R is
{x : a ·ϕ(x) = b}. Similarly, in the case of Fϕ-k-sets, each Fϕ-k-set corresponds to a subset A ⊂ S
of size k for which there exists a range R ∈ Fϕ that contains A in its “interior” and contains no
points of S \ A.
For the set systems we are considering, i.e., set systems induced by maps, upper bounds for
e
(d)
k (n) and a
(d)
k (n) immediately imply non-trivial upper bounds on the number of Fϕ-k-sets/facets
that a set of points may have. These upper bounds are simply the result of linearizing the Fϕ-k-
set/facet problem.
Proposition 4. Given a set system (X,Fϕ) induced by a map ϕ : X → R
p, and a finite subset
S ⊂ X such that ϕ(S) is in general linear positions, the number of Fϕ-k-facets of S is at most
e
(p)
k (n).
Proof. The Fϕ-k-facets of S correspond to k-facets of ϕ(S). There are at most e
(d)
k (n) of these
since ϕ(S) is in general linear position.
For Fϕ-k-sets, we do not need to assume that ϕ(S) is in general linear position since k-sets are
defined for any point set whether or not it is in general linear position. As discussed in Section 2,
the k-set problem can be considered even for multisets of points and the same bounds for a
(p)
k (n)
hold even for multisets of n points where the points are counted with multiplicity. This is relevant
for the following Proposition because in the case when ϕ is not injective, ϕ(S) may need to be
considered as a multiset for the conclusion to hold.
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Proposition 5. Given a set system (X,Fϕ) induced by a map ϕ : X → R
p, the number of Fϕ-k-sets
that a set of n points in X may have is at most a
(p)
k (n).
Proof. The number of Fϕ-k-sets of S is equal to the number of k-sets of ϕ(S) (considered as a
multiset if necessary), which is at most a
(p)
k (n) by definition.
5.2 Examples of Polynomial Set Systems Induced by Maps
Perhaps the most famous family of polynomials is the conic sections, that is, all polynomial equal-
ities of the form Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 +Dx+ Ey = 1. The subsets of the set system corresponding
to the conic sections are all regions of the plane determined by some conic section inequality.
The conic section set system is induced by the degree 2 Veronese map of R2 which is the map
V 22 : R
2 → R5 where V (x, y) = (x2, xy, y2, x, y). Therefore, using the notation above, the set system
corresponding to conic sections is (R2,FV ).
The conic sections are the case (m,d) = (2, 2) of the set system Pdm. We will use the notation
V dm for the polynomial map which induces the set system (R
d,Pdm). This means that V
d
m is the
map which takes (x1, . . . , xd) to the tuple of all non-constant monomials of degree at most m in d
variables. The map V dm is sometimes called the degree m Veronese embedding of R
d. Similarly, we
use the notation ϕHdm for the map which induces the set system H
d
m. This means that ϕHdm is the
map which takes (x1, . . . , xd) to the tuple of all monomials of degree m in d variables.
6 Neighborly Polytopes
For a set of n points in convex position in the plane, the number of k-facets is precisely n for all
values of k. In R3, a similar result is true: the number of k-facets for a set S of n points in general
position which form the vertex set of a 3-polytope is 2(k+1)n− 4
(
k+2
2
)
[3]. There is no such result
in dimension d ≥ 4, i.e., convex position does not force a point set in Rd (d ≥ 4) to have a specific
number of k-facets. In fact, the k-set/k-facet problem for point sets in convex position in R4 is
only slightly better understood than the problem for arbitrary point sets, see Proposition 19.
However, if we assume that our point set is not only in convex position but is also neighborly,
then e
(d)
k (S) is determined precisely by |S|.
Definition 6. A polytope is k-neighborly if any set of k or fewer vertices forms a face. A d-polytope
is neighborly if it is ⌊d/2⌋-neighborly.
If we are talking about point sets instead of polytopes, we will say that a set of points is
neighborly if it is the vertex set of a neighborly polytope.
One way of producing neighborly point sets is by choosing a finite subset of points on the
moment curve M := {(x, x2, . . . , xd) : x ∈ R} ⊂ Rd. The moment curve is the standard example of
an order d curve which is a curve that is intersected by any hyperplane in at most d points. Any
finite set of distinct points on an order d curve is neighborly. [17, 18]
Proposition 7 ([14, 15],[3, Proposition 4.1]). Let S be a neighborly set of n points in general linear
position in Rd. Then
ek(S) =
{
2
(k+⌈d/2⌉−1
⌈d/2⌉−1
)(n−k−⌈d/2⌉
⌈d/2⌉−1
)
if d is odd(k+d/2−1
d/2−1
)(n−k−d/2
d/2
)
+
(k+d/2
d/2
)(n−k−d/2−1
d/2−1
)
if d is even.
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In the halving case, i.e. when k = n−d2 , the above formulas count two k-facets for each ori-
entation of the hyperplane spanned by the k-facet in question. Therefore, the number of k-facets
should be divided in two if one is interested in counting the number of unique halving facets.
7 Counting k-facets Exactly
It turns out that the embeddings associated to several families of polynomials we have discussed have
the surprising property that they embed generic point sets into the set of vertices of a neighborly
polytope. Given such an embedding ϕ, we are able to exactly count the number of Fϕ-k-facets for
point sets in general position.
Before stating the new results, we recall a result of [4, 5] which served as motivation. It shows
that the number of “halving circles” that a set of points in general position has is irrespective of
the configuration and depends solely on the size of the point set. In the following theorem general
position means that no three points are collinear and no four are concyclic.
Theorem 8 ([4, 5]). Any set of 2n+1 points in general position in the plane has exactly n2 halving
circles.
A halving circle is a circle which has 3 points on its boundary and n− 1 points on either side.
The definitions of halving polynomials for other families of polynomials are given below.
Informally, for a finite set S ⊆ R2, a halving conic section of S is a conic section inequality
having 5 points on its boundary and half of the remaining points of S in its interior. Unlike
Theorem 8 on the circle problem above, we count conic sections twice, once for each orientation.
This is to be consistent with the definition of k-facets. More precisely,
Definition 9. For a set S of 2n + 5 points in R2, a halving conic section is a FV -n-facet of S
where V is the degree 2 Veronese embedding of R2.
Definition 10. For a set S of 2n + m + 1 points in R2, a halving homogeneous polynomial of
degree m of S is a H2m-n-facet of S.
The crucial property of conic sections and even degree homogeneous polynomials is that their
associated embeddings take general position point sets to neighborly point sets.
Proposition 11. Assume a finite set of points S ⊆ R2 is in general linear position. Then the
image of S by the degree 2 Veronese map V 22 is neighborly.
Proof. There is a bijection between conic sections passing through points of S and hyperplanes
passing through the images of those points by V 22 . Therefore, for every 2 points v1, v2 of S we need
to find a conic section inequality passing through those points and with all other points on one side.
One way to accomplish this is to use the line ax+by = c through v1 and v2. Then (ax+by−c)
2 ≤ 0
is the required conic section inequality.
Proposition 12. Assume m is even and S ⊆ R2 is in general position, meaning that no two points
of S lie on a common line through the origin. Then the image of S by ϕH2m is neighborly.
Proof. For any set {v1, . . . , vm/2} of m/2 points of S we need to find a degree m homogeneous
polynomial inequality which passes through all the vi and has all other points of S on one side. For
each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m/2, let aix+biy = 0 be the line through the origin and vi. Then
∏m/2
i=1 (aix+biy)
2 ≤
0 is a polynomial inequality with the required properties.
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In terms of the terminology defined in Section 10, these last two results are saying that V 22 and
ϕH2
2m
are generally neighborly polynomial maps.
The next results require us to strengthen our general position assumptions from the previous
two propositions.
Definition 13. A set S ⊂ R2 is in general position with respect to conics if S is in general linear
position and V 22 (S) is in general linear position.
Definition 14. A set S ⊂ R2 is in general position with respect to degree m homogeneous
polynomials if S is in general position (meaning no two points lie on a common line through the
origin) and ϕH2m(S) is in general linear position.
Theorem 15. Any set of 2n+5 points in general position with respect to conics has exactly 2
(
n+2
2
)2
halving conic sections.
Proof. Let S ⊂ R2 be set of 2n + 5 points in general position with respect to conics. There is a
bijection between conic sections passing through 5 points of S and hyperplanes passing through 5
points of V 22 (S). Furthermore, there is a bijection between halving conic sections of S and n-facets
of V 22 (S). By Proposition 11, V
2
2 (S) is neighborly. Also, since S is in general position w.r.t conics,
V 22 (S) is in general linear position. Therefore the number of halving conic sections of S is given by
the formula from Proposition 7.
Theorem 16. Assume m is even. Any set of 2n +m + 1 points in general position with respect
to degree m homogeneous polynomials has exactly 2
(n+m/2
m/2
)2
halving homogeneous polynomials of
degree m.
Proof. Let S ⊂ R2 be a set of 2n + m + 1 points in general position with respect to degree
m homogeneous polynomials. As in the last proof, there is a bijection between halving degree m
homogeneous polynomials of S and n-facets of ϕH2m(S). By Proposition 12, V ϕH2m(S) is neighborly.
Also, since S is in general position w.r.t degree m homogenous polynomials, ϕH2m(S) is in general
linear position. Proposition 12 combined with the formula from Proposition 7 completes the proof.
The statements of Theorems 15 and 16 only give counts for FV -k-facets and H
2
m-k-facets for
the case k = n, i.e. the halving case. However, similar statements can be made for any value of k
using the formula in Proposition 7.
It is maybe worthwhile to mention that Theorem 8 on halving circles can be reproved using
our methods as follows. The set system of all circles in the plane can be described as (R2,FC)
where C : R2 → R3 is the map C(x, y) = (x, y, x2 + y2). Since C embeds point sets into convex
position (on the surface of a paraboloid), Theorem 8 follows from an application of the formula in
Proposition 7 since any 3-polytope is neighborly.
7.1 Lifting the moment curve
We can generate many more set systems with the property that the number of F -k-facets is inde-
pendent of the configuration of points (as long as the points do not violate some general position
assumption) by a lifting of the moment curve.
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Let f, g : Rd → R be some functions so that {(x, x′) ∈ R2d : f(x) = f(x′)} has empty interior.
The general position assumption G that we will use is that for a set S = {si}i∈[n] of n points in
R
d,
∏
i,j∈[n],i 6=j
(
f(si) − f(sj)
)
6= 0. Note that this is a valid general position assumption since if
we are considering n-point sets, then point sets (in Rnd) not in general position are contained in a
finite union of sets with empty interior which also has empty interior. Assume that m ≥ 2 is even.
The map ϕ : Rd → Rm+1 given by
ϕ(x) =
(
f(x),
(
f(x)
)2
, . . . ,
(
f(x)
)m
, g(x)
)
equipped with the general position assumption G is generally neighborly (see Section 10), meaning
that for any set S of n points in general position in Rd, ϕ(S) is neighborly. To see this, note that,
since m is even, ⌊m+12 ⌋ = m/2. The projection of ϕ(S) to the first m coordinates is m/2-neighborly
since it is a set of n distinct points on the standard moment curve in Rm. We claim that this implies
that ϕ(S) is m/2-neighborly as well: Let π(ϕ(S)) denote the projection to the first m coordinates.
The points of ϕ(S) all project to distinct vertices of π(ϕ(S)). By neighborliness of π(ϕ(S)), every
subset of m/2 vertices of π(ϕ(S)) forms a face. For any such face, there is a supporting hyperplane
H. The preimage π−1(H) of H under the projection π is a hyperplane with normal having last
coordinate 0. Moreover, π−1(H) is the supporting hyperplane for a face of ϕ(S) formed by the m/2
lifted vertices. This shows that ϕ(S) is neighborly.
Given any admissible choice of functions f, g, the map above induces a set system (Rd,Fϕ) with
the exact count property.
The set system (R2,H2m) when m is even is created in this way by setting d = 2, f(x) =
x1
x2
and g(x) = 1xm
2
. Interestingly, there appears to be no way to generate the conic sections using this
construction.
8 Improved bounds for Pdm-k-facets and H
d
m-k-facets
Results like Theorems 15 and 16 are not possible for any of the other polynomial set systems we
have discussed. However, some progress can be made.
Recall that in Proposition 4 we proved a non-trivial upper bound for the number of P-k-facets
where P is any set system coming from an embedding. In this section we show how to improve
this result for the set system Pdm. Recall that (m,d) = (2, 2) is the conic sections. Here we look at
Pdm all other values of (m,d). We also consider the set system H
d
m for even m. Recall that the set
system H2m for m even is dealt with in Theorem 16. Here we consider all other values of d.
We show that the embeddings which induce Pdm and H
d
2m although not neighborly, still embed
into convex position with a high degree of neighborliness. Since these embeddings come up often
in many fields, the following proposition may be useful in other contexts.
Proposition 17. For a finite set S of points in Rd, V dm(S) is the set of vertices of an ℓ-polytope
where ℓ ≤
(
m+d
m
)
− 1. If V dm/2(S) is in general linear position and m ≥ 2 is even, then it is a((m/2+d
m/2
)
− 1
)
-neighborly ℓ-polytope.
Proof. For v ∈ S, choose coefficients ai, R so that {x ∈ R
m :
∑m
i=1(xi−ai)
2 ≤ R} is a ball with v on
its boundary and with radius small enough so that no points of S\v are inside. This ball corresponds
to a hyperplane in R(
m+d
m )−1 containing v and with all other points of S on one side. This shows
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that V dm(v) is a vertex of conv(V
d
m(S)). For the second claim, let T ⊂ S, |T | =
(m/2+d
m/2
)
− 1. Let
p(x) = 1 be a degree m/2 polynomial passing through each point of T and no points of S \ T .
To show that such a polynomial exists, recall we are assuming that V dm/2(S) is in general position.
Therefore, for any |T | points in V dm/2(S) there is a hyperplane passing through precisely those |T |
points. And this hyperplane corresponds to a degree m/2 polynomial passing through each point
of T and no points of S \ T . Then (p(x)− 1)2 ≤ 0 is a polynomial surface which corresponds to a
hyperplane in R(
m+d
m )−1 which supports conv(T ) as a face of conv(S).
Proposition 18. Assume m ≥ 2 is even. For a finite set S of points in Rd, ϕHdm(S) is the
set of vertices of an ℓ-polytope where ℓ ≤
(m+d−1
m
)
. If ϕHd
m/2
(S) is in general position, meaning
no hyperplane through the origin contains more than
((m/2+d−1
m/2
)
− 1
)
points of S, then it is a((m/2+d−1
m/2
)
− 1
)
-neighborly ℓ-polytope
Proof. For v ∈ S, let H = {x ∈ Rd : a · x = 0} be a plane through the origin which contains v and
contains no other point of S. Then (a · x)m ≤ 0 is a degree m homogeneous polynomial inequality
which corresponds to a hyperplane in R(
m+d−1
m ) containing v and with all other points of S on one
side. This shows that ϕHdm(v) is a vertex of conv(ϕHdm(S)). For the second claim, let T ⊂ S,
|T | =
((m/2+d−1
m/2
)
− 1
)
. Let p(x) = 0 be a degree m/2 homogeneous polynomial passing through
each point of T and no points of S\T . To show that such a polynomial exists, recall we are assuming
that ϕHd
m/2
(S) is in general position. Therefore, for any |T | points in ϕHd
m/2
(S) there is a hyperplane
passing through the origin and precisely those |T | points. And this hyperplane corresponds to a
degree m/2 homogeneous polynomial passing through each point of T and no points of S \T . Then
(p(x))2 ≤ 0 is a degree m homogeneous polynomial surface which corresponds to a hyperplane in
R
(m+d−1m ) which supports conv(T ) as a face of conv(S).
This result is of interest for our purposes because convex position is a special case of the k-
set/facet problem for which we can improve the best known upper bound:
Proposition 19. For a set S of n points in convex position in Rd, ek(S) ≤ ne
(d−1)
k (n− 1).
Proof. Let v ∈ S. Choose a hyperplane H containing v and with all other points of S on one side
of it. Choose another hyperplane H ′ parallel to H and with all points of S between H and H ′.
Let S′ be the stereographic projection (using v as the “pole”) of S \ v onto H ′. We claim that the
number of k-facets of S containing v is equal to the number of k-facets of S′ (as a subset of H ′, a
(d− 1)-dimensional subspace).
Assume that conv(v1, . . . , vd−1, v) is a k-facet of S. We claim that for each s ∈ S, the stere-
ographic projection s′ is on the positive side of aff(v′1, . . . , v
′
d−1) iff s is on the positive side of
aff(v1, . . . , vd−1, v). This is seen to be true by observing that aff(s, v) does not intersect aff(v1, . . . , vd−1, v)
anywhere other than the point v. This shows that conv(v′1, . . . , v
′
d−1) is a k-facet of S
′. For the
converse, assume that conv(v′1, . . . , v
′
d−1) is a k-facet of S
′. Then conv(v1, . . . , vd−1, v) is a k-facet
of S for the same reason as above.
Since S′ lies in a hyperplane, it can have at most e(d−1)k (n − 1) k-facets. Performing this
projection on each point of S shows the desired result.
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Proposition 19 improves the best known bound for k-sets of a point set in convex position. The
best known bound for k-sets of n-point sets in R4 (in convex position or not) is O(n4−2/45) [19]. In
R
3 the best known bound is O(n3−1/2) [20]. Proposition 19 gives a bound of O(n4−1/2) for point
sets in convex position in R4. Similar improvements are obtained in higher dimensions using the
bounds proven in [21].
An argument similar to the proof of Proposition 19 shows (we state it without proof):
Proposition 20. For a k-neighborly set S of n points Rd, ek(S) ≤ n
ke
(d−k)
k (n− k).
Proposition 20 can be used to improve the bound given in Proposition 4 for Pdm-k-facets and
Hdm-k-facets as follows. Recall that Fϕ-k-facets for a set system induced by a map ϕ correspond to
k-facets in the image of ϕ. Recall also that the set system (Rd,Pdm) is induced by the map V
d
m and
(Rd,Hdm) is induced by the map ϕHdm . Therefore Propositions 17 and 18 along with Proposition 20
gives a significant improvement in the bound.
9 Preliminaries on Classical Algebraic Geometry
Here we review some relevant definitions from classical algebraic geometry which will be used in
the next section. Recall that an (affine) real algebraic variety is the set of zeroes of a collection of
polynomials in R[x1, . . . , xd]. See [22] or [23] for more definitions from real algebraic geometry.
Informally, a point z in a variety V is said to be smooth if the dimension of the tangent space
of V at z is equal to the dimension of V as a variety. Smooth points of varieties are important for
our considerations mainly because of the following fact: If z is a smooth point of an irreducible
n-dimensional algebraic variety V ⊂ Rd, then there is a neighborhood of z contained in V which is
a smooth n-dimensional submanifold of Rd [23]. A singular point of a variety is a point that is not
smooth.
Definition 21. We use Vsm to denote the set of smooth points of an algebraic variety V , Vsing is
the set of singular points.
Definition 22. A variety V ⊂ Rd is non-degenerate if it is not contained in any hyperplane in
R
d.
Definition 23. An algebraic variety is irreducible if it cannot be written as the union of two proper
algebraic subvarieties.
A well known fact from algebraic geometry is that every variety can be written as a union of
irreducible components. Therefore, in our results there is no loss of generality in assuming that
varieties are irreducible.
Definition 24. The real dimension of an algebraic variety V is the maximal integer n such that
there is a homeomorphism of [0, 1]n into some subset of V .
10 Generally Neighborly Embeddings
In Theorems 15 and 16 we saw that the exact count phenomenon holds for the conic section and
even degree homogeneous polynomial set systems. In this section we study under what conditions
this phenomenon can occur for arbitrary set systems induced by a map.
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The crucial observation that allows us to exactly count halving conic sections and halving
even degree homogeneous polynomials is that their associated embeddings map generic point sets
to neighborly point sets. In this section we define a generally neighborly embedding to be an
embedding that maps generic point sets to neighborly point sets. Therefore, in order to determine
when the exact count phenomenon can occur, we seek to determine under what conditions generally
neighborly embeddings exist.
The moment curve map is an example of a generally neighborly embedding of R1. Moving up
one dimension, the existence of V 22 shows that generally neighborly embedding of the plane do
exist. However, we conjecture that for n ≥ 3 generally neighborly embeddings of Rn do not exist.
We provide evidence for this conjecture by proving a special case, when the embedding in question
is a certain type of polynomial map. More evidence is provided in Proposition 41.
The significance of this conjecture for the k-set problem is the following: It would imply that,
for n ≥ 3, there is no set system (Rn,F) induced by an embedding (of Rn) for which F-k-facets
can be counted by using the known formula for the number of k-sets for a neighborly set of points.
Furthermore, the problem of determining the existence of generally neighborly embeddings is
interesting in its own right. Our definition of generally neighborly embeddings is similar to and
inspired by Micha Perles’ definition of neighborly embeddings, see Section 11.
Here an embedding is a homeomorphism onto its image.
Definition 25. An embedding ϕ : Rn → Rd equipped with a general position assumption G for
point sets in Rn is generally k-neighborly if for any finite set S of points in Rn in general position
(according to G), ϕ(S) is the vertex set of a k-neighborly polytope. An embedding is called generally
neighborly if it is generally ⌊d2⌋-neighborly.
In this definition, the general position assumption G is some condition on point sets in Rn which
satisfies Definition 1.
The image ϕ(Rn) in the definition is called a generally k-neighborly n-manifold. A generally
⌊d2⌋-neighborly n-manifold is called a generally neighborly n-manifold.
Problem 26. What is the smallest dimension d′(k, n) of the ambient space in which a generally
k-neighborly n-dimensional manifold exists?
Note that one could have asked about generally k-neighborly embeddings ϕ : M → Rd where
M is any n-manifold. But because the restriction of a generally k-neighborly embedding of M to
a small neighborhood of a point which is homeomorphic to Rn is still generally k-neighborly, for
Problem 26 we can assume that M is Rn.
Theorem 27. There exists a generally k-neighborly embedding ϕ : Rn → R2k+n−1 and so d′(k, n) ≤
2k + n− 1.
Proof. Consider the embedding ϕ : Rn → R2k+n−1 defined by
ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (x1, x
2
1, x
3
1, . . . , x
2k
1 , x2, . . . , xn).
The general position assumption associated to ϕ is that no 2 points of S have the same x1-
coordinate. Let S be a set of points in general position in Rn.
To show that ϕ(S) is k-neighborly, let v1, . . . , vk be k points from S. Consider the surface∏k
i=1(x1 − vi1)
2 ≤ 0. This surface corresponds to a hyperplane in R2k+n−1 which contains the
points v1, . . . , vk and has all other points of S on one side. Therefore, ϕ(S) is k-neighborly. This
shows that d′(k, n) ≤ 2k + n− 1.
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We believe that the bound in the above theorem is actually tight.
Conjecture 28. d′(k, n) = 2k + n− 1.
Although we have not been able to prove this conjecture in general, we can prove the corre-
sponding result when we consider certain types of polynomial maps rather than embeddings.
We restrict our considerations to polynomial maps whose images are real algebraic varieties.
This allows us to use several facts from real algebraic geometry. These facts, which are not true
in general for real embedded manifolds, are what allow us to prove Conjecture 28 in the case of
polynomial maps which map Rn into a variety. Most crucially, we use the fact that algebraic
varieties can be decomposed into a union of irreducible components.
Now we are ready to define generally neighborly polynomial maps. These maps can be thought
of as a special case of generally neighborly embeddings where we consider polynomial maps rather
than arbitrary embeddings. However, they are not strictly speaking a special case because a
polynomial map may not be an embedding if it is not injective.
Definition 29. Assume ϕ : Rn → Rd is a polynomial map such that V := ϕ(Rn) is a n-dimensional
irreducible real algebraic variety with a smooth real point. Assume also that ϕ is equipped with a
general position assumption G for point sets in Rn. Then ϕ is a generally k-neighborly polynomial
map of Rn if for any finite set S of points in Rn in general position (according to G), ϕ(S) is the
vertex set of a k-neighborly polytope. It is called a generally neighborly polynomial map of Rn if it
is generally ⌊d2⌋-neighborly.
Given a generally k-neighborly polynomial map of Rn into Rd, we will prove in Theorem 33
that d ≥ 2k + n − 1. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to adapt our proof technique to handle
polynomial maps whose image is not a variety. As an example, consider the map ϕH2
2
: R2 → R3
where ϕH2
2
(x, y) = (x2, xy, y2). The image of ϕH2
2
is a cone with vertex at the origin which is
not a variety. Despite examples such as this, many interesting examples of generally k-neighborly
polynomial maps do satisfy the requirement that their image is a variety. See the examples below.
The only assumption put on V in the above definition is that it contains a smooth real point.
The reason for this assumption is that we want V to have real dimension n, as in the case of
generally neighborly n-manifolds. The assumption that V contains a smooth real point is enough
to guarantee that it has real dimension n. This is due to the fact that around a smooth point of
an n-dimensional variety there is a neighborhood homeomorphic to Rn [23].
Here we list some examples of maps that are either generally neighborly embeddings or generally
neighborly polynomial maps, or both.
Example 30. The degree 2 Veronese embedding of the plane is a generally neighborly polynomial
map and a generally neighborly embedding of R2 into R5.
Example 31. The map ϕH2
2m
is a generally neighborly embedding of the open first quadrant into
R
2m+1.
Example 32. The map ϕ from the proof of Theorem 27 is a generally k-neighborly embedding and
a generally k-neighborly polynomial map of Rn into R2k+n−1.
In the case of generally k-neighborly polynomial maps, we can prove our conjectured lower
bound for d′(k, n):
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Theorem 33. Assume that ϕ : Rn → Rd is generally k-neighborly polynomial map of Rn. Then
d ≥ 2k + n− 1.
In fact we will prove something stronger. It turns out that all generally k-neighborly mani-
folds/algebraic varieties are also weakly k-neighborly (see definition below). In the proof of The-
orem 33, we only need to use the fact that the image of ϕ is weakly k-neighborly. This notion
simplifies our arguments because it imposes a condition not just on generic point sets but on all
point sets.
Definition 34. A set S ⊆ Rd is weakly k-neighborly if for any set T of k points from S, there
exists a halfspace H with boundary bd(H) such that S ⊂ H and T ⊂ bd(H).
The following result shows a compactness property of weakly k-neighborly sets.
Proposition 35 (compactness). Let S ⊆ Rd be a (possibly infinite) set. Then for any k ≥ 1 we
have that S is weakly k-neighborly iff every finite subset of S is weakly k-neighborly.
Proof. Fix k ≥ 1. The “only if” direction is clear. We will now prove the “if” direction. Let T ⊆ S
be a set of k points. Let U = {U ⊆ S : U ⊇ T and U is finite}. For U ⊆ S such that U ⊇ T , we
will define N(U) ⊆ Sd−1 to be the set of unit outer normals to possible halfspaces H such that
T ⊆ bd(H) and U ⊆ H. More precisely, let
N(U) = {a ∈ Sd−1 : (∀x, y ∈ T )a · x = a · y and (∀x ∈ T )(∀y ∈ U)a · x ≥ a · y}.
Clearly N(U) is closed. Let V ⊆ U be any finite subfamily. Then ∩U∈VN(U) = N(∪U∈VU) 6= ∅
by assumption. We have established that {N(U)}U∈U is a family of closed sets with the finite
intersection property in compact space Sd−1. This implies ∩U∈UN(U) 6= ∅. We also have N(S) =
N(∪U∈UU) = ∩U∈UN(U) 6= ∅. That is, there is a halfspace H such that T ⊆ bd(H) and S ⊆ H.
As T ⊆ S was arbitrary, this completes the proof.
This result combined with the next lemma shows that if an embedded manifold is generally
k-neighborly then it is weakly k-neighborly.
Lemma 36. If ϕ : Rn → Rd is a generally k-neighborly embedding with general position assumption
G, then every finite set of points on ϕ(Rn) is weakly k-neighborly.
Proof. Assume not, so that there exists some finite set S ⊂ M := ϕ(Rn) and a set T of k points
from S such that no closed halfspace contains S and contains T on its boundary. This means
that aff(T )∩ relint conv(S \ T ) 6= ∅ (from the separating hyperplane theorem [24, Theorem 1.3.8]).
We can find small balls {Bi : i ∈ T} and {Aj : j ∈ S \ T}, centered at points in S, such that
any collection of points consisting of one point from each Bi and one point from each Aj , has
the property that the affine hull of the points from the Bi intersects the relative interior of the
convex hull of the points from the Aj . This means the any such collection of points is not k-
neighborly. Therefore, the subset of Rn|S| of |S|-tuples of points which are not k-neighborly contains
ϕ−1(B1× · · · ×Bk ×A1× · · · ×A|S\T |). Observe each ball Bi contains a neighborhood of M which
is homeomorphic to Rn. Therefore, ϕ−1(B1 × · · · ×Bk ×A1 × · · · ×A|S\T |) has nonempty interior,
a contradiction.
For polynomial maps essentially the same proof shows
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Lemma 37. If ϕ : Rn → Rd is a generally k-neighborly polynomial map with general position
assumption G and V := ϕ(Rn), then every finite set of points on Vsm is weakly k-neighborly.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 36 holds with one change. We need to argue why ϕ−1(B1× · · · ×Bk ×
A1 × · · · ×A|S\T |) has nonempty interior. Observe that each ball Bi contains a smooth point of V
and so contains a neighborhood of that smooth point which is homeomorphic to Rn. This shows
that ϕ−1(B1 × · · · × Bk × A1 × · · · × A|S\T |) has nonempty interior in Rn|S| and so the previous
argument also works in this case.
Theorem 33 follows from the following result.
Theorem 38. Assume V ⊂ Rd is a non-degenerate irreducible n-dimensional real algebraic variety
with a smooth real point. If Vsm is weakly k-neighborly, then d ≥ 2k + n− 1.
The proof of Theorem 38 requires some lemmas concerning intersections and weak separation
of convex sets in Rd.
Two sets Q,R ⊆ Rd can be weakly separated if there exist a non-zero a ∈ Rd and t ∈ R such
that Q ⊆ {x ∈ Rd : a · x ≤ t} and R ⊆ {x ∈ Rd : a · x ≥ t}. This separation is said to be proper if
Q and R do not both lie in {x ∈ Rd : a · x = t}.
Lemma 39 (Radon-type theorem). Let P be a set of d+2 points in Rd in general linear position.
Then there is a partition Q,R of P into two non-empty sets so that relint convQ∩relint convR 6= ∅.
Proof. Let P = {p1, . . . , pd+2}. P is affinely dependent and therefore there exist λ1, . . . , λd+2
such that
∑d+2
i=1 λipi = 0,
∑d+2
i=1 λi = 0 and at least one λi is non-zero. Because of the general
position assumption, all λi are non-zero. Let I = {i : λi > 0}, J = {i : λi < 0}. Both I
and J are non-empty. By dividing λis by
∑
i∈I λi we can assume without loss of generality that∑
i∈I λi = −
∑
i∈J λi = 1. Let Q = {pi : i ∈ I}, R = {pi : i ∈ J}. Let q =
∑
i∈I λipi ∈ relint convQ,
r = −
∑
i∈J λipi ∈ relint convR. We have q = r, which completes the proof.
Lemma 40. Let Q,R ⊆ Rd be disjoint sets. Suppose relint convQ ∩ relint convR 6= ∅ and aff(Q ∪
R) = Rd. Then Q,R cannot be weakly separated.
Proof. Assume Q,R can be weakly separated. If the separation is not proper then aff(Q ∪ R) 6=
R
d. If the separation is proper, then by the separating hyperplane theorem [24, Theorem 1.3.8],
relint convQ ∩ relint convR = ∅.
Now we prove Theorem 38.
Proof. First we will show that we can find a flat L of an appropriate dimension that intersects the
interior of the convex hull of Vsm and such that L intersects V in a non-degenerate irreducible real
algebraic variety of dimension at least 1.
We want to start by finding a flat L of dimension either d − n + 1 or k such that L intersects
int(conv(Vsm)) and L∩V is non-degenerate in L. To show that such a flat always exists, we first need
to make some observations about V . Recall that the set of singular points of a real variety forms a
proper closed subvariety [25, Theorem 4.8]. We claim that this means that the set of smooth points
Vsm is non-degenerate. Recall that we are assuming that Vsm is non-empty. Therefore, if it was the
case that Vsm is contained in some hyperplane H, then (H ∩ V ) ∪ Vsing would be a decomposition
of V as the union of proper closed subvarieties which is impossible since V is irreducible. Using
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this, we can explain how to find the flat L with the above properties. We may assume wlog that
k is the largest integer such that Vsm is weakly k-neighborly. So there exists a set T of k + 1
points from Vsm such that no closed halfspace contains Vsm and contains T on its boundary. By
the separating hyperplane theorem [24, Theorem 1.3.8], aff(T ) ∩ relint conv(Vsm \ T ) 6= ∅. Observe
that the points of T are affinely independent since if not then there would be a subset R ⊂ T of
size at most k such that aff(R) ∩ relint conv(Vsm) 6= ∅, a contradiction to weakly k-neighborliness
of Vsm. Now set m = max(d−n+2, k+1). Choose m− k− 1 additional points u1, . . . , um−k−1 on
Vsm so that U := T ∪ {u1, . . . , um−k−1} is affinely independent. This can always be done because
Vsm is non-degenerate and we know that d ≥ k. (A non-degenerate point set in R
d cannot be
weakly (d+1)-neighborly.) Now letting L = aff(U), L is a (m−1)-flat with the properties outlined
at the beginning of the paragraph. Indeed, since aff(T ) ∩ relint conv(Vsm \ T ) 6= ∅, we know that
L ∩ int conv Vsm 6= ∅. And since L is spanned by m affinely independent points on Vsm, we know
that L ∩ V is nondegenerate in L.
Recall that dimL is at least d−n+1. Becuase of this, by [26, Theorem 12], L can be perturbed
slightly so that L ∩ V is irreducible and at least 1-dimensional (as a variety). Recall the fact used
above that Vsing is a proper closed subvariety of V . In fact, by the same result, Vsing is a proper
closed subvariety of dimension smaller than n. This means that around any smooth point of V
there is a neighborhood containing only smooth points. Therefore, the perturbations of L can be
chosen so that they do not change the fact that L contains smooth points of V which span L. That
is, we can assume that the perturbations are chosen so that they preserve the fact that L ∩ V is
non-degenerate. We may also assume that the perturbations of L preserve the fact that L intersects
int(conv(V )). So C := L ∩ V is a non-degenerate irreducible real algebraic variety of dimension at
least 1.
Now we will show that one can find arbitrarily large point sets in general (linear) position on
C ∩ Vsm. Indeed, assume that S is a set of m points in general position on C ∩ Vsm. If it were not
possible to find another point s such that S ∪ {s} is in general position, it would have to be the
case that C ∩ Vsm is contained in the union of all hyperplanes in L spanned by points in S. Let H
be the collection of all hyperplanes in L spanned by points in S. Note that H is finite. We have
C = (C ∩ Vsm) ∪ (C ∩ Vsing) =
( ⋃
H∈H
(C ∩H)
)
∪ (L ∩ Vsing).
Since C is non-degenerate we know that C is not contained in a single hyperplane in L. Recall
also that Vsing is a variety and so L ∩ Vsing is a variety. Therefore, the above formula would be a
representation of C as the union of proper subvarieties. This is impossible since C is irreducible.
Therefore we know that C ∩ Vsm is not contained in the union of all hyperplanes in L spanned by
points in S and so we can always find s so that S ∪ {s} is in general position. It follows that we
can find arbitrarily large point sets in general position on C ∩ Vsm.
Let P be a set of m + 1 points in general position on C. By Lemmas 39 and 40, there is a
partition Q,R of P into non-empty sets so that Q,R cannot be weakly separated (in L).
However, because Vsm is weakly k-neighborly, we know that for any set T of k points on C there
exists a closed halfspace H (in Rd) which contains Vsm and contains T in bd(H). In other words,
any such T can be weakly separated from Vsm. Notice that we are talking about weak separation
in Rd, while we are really interested in weak separation in L. We claim that our assumption that L
intersects the interior of the convex hull of Vsm allows us to pass from weakly separating hyperplanes
in Rd to weakly separating hyperplanes in L. Indeed, the fact that L intersects int(conv(Vsm)) means
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that any closed halfspace H satisfying Vsm ⊂ H cannot contain L in its boundary. Therefore H ∩L
is a proper hyperplane in L. To summarize, given a set T of k points on C, by the assumption that
any finite set on V is weakly k-neighborly, there exists a hyperplane H that weakly separates T
from V . This and the way we chose L allows us to conclude that H ∩ L is a hyperplane in L that
weakly separates T from C.
Therefore, we have that any set of k points on C can be weakly separated (in L) from any
other finite set of points on C. Now since min(|Q|, |R|) ≤ ⌊m+12 ⌋, we have that k ≤ ⌊
m+1
2 ⌋ − 1.
If m = k + 1, then we get k ≤ ⌊k+22 ⌋ − 1 which implies k ≤ 0 in which case d ≥ 2k + n − 1 is
immediate. If m = d− n+ 2 we get k ≤ ⌊d−n+32 ⌋ − 1 and so d ≥ 2k + n− 1.
We can now prove the lower bound for generally k-neighborly polynomial maps.
Proof of Theorem 33. Let V := ϕ(Rn). By Lemma 37, every finite set of points on Vsm is weakly
k-neighborly. Therefore by Proposition 35, Vsm is weakly k-neighborly. We can wlog assume that V
is non-degenerate since otherwise we could consider V in aff(V ). By Theorem 38, d ≥ 2k+n−1.
Observe that for n ≥ 3, if ϕ : Rn → Rd is generally k-neighborly embedding then, according to
Conjecture 28, d ≥ 2k+2. This means the conjecture implies that generally neighborly embeddings
of Rn do not exist for n ≥ 3. In the context of the k-set problem, this would mean that set systems
like the conic sections do not exist in dimension n ≥ 3. That is, there would be no set system F
in 3 or higher dimensions induced by an embedding which has the property that the number of
F-k-sets can be counted by using Proposition 7.
We conclude this section with some comments on the validity of Conjecture 28. Although we
cannot prove the conjecture, the previous result on algebraic varieties is evidence that it is likely
true. In the following we provide more evidence for the conjecture by showing that any manifold
violating the conjecture would have to have a very preposterous property.
Proposition 41. If M ⊂ Rd is weakly k-neighborly then for any set S of 2k points in general
position in M , aff(S)∩M is contained in the union of all hyperplanes supporting facets of conv(S).
Proof. Assume not, so that S is a set of 2k points in M such that aff(S) ∩M is not contained
in the union of all hyperplanes supporting facets of conv(S). Then identifying aff(S) with R2k−1,
we can find a set S′ of 2k + 1 points in general position in R2k−1 which are weakly k-neighborly.
However, by Lemmas 39 and 40, there is a partition Q,R of S′ into two non-empty sets so that
Q,R cannot be weakly separated. Since min(Q,R) ≤ ⌊2k+12 ⌋ = k, this is a contradiction to weakly
k-neighborliness of S′.
What this shows in particular is that if M is a generally k-neighborly n-manifold, then the
intersection ofM with the affine hull of any set S of 2k points onM in general position is contained
in the union of the hyperplanes supporting facets of the simplex formed by S. But if d < 2k+n−1,
we would expect aff(S) to intersect M in a manifold of dimension 1 or greater. And most 1-
manifolds are not contained in a finite number of hyperplanes.
The most promising approach to proving Conjecture 28 appears to be showing that, in fact,
there is no non-degenerate n-manifold in R2k+n−2 satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 41.
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11 Neighborly Embeddings
Our definition of generally k-neighborly embeddings is similar to the concept of k-neighborly em-
beddings introduced by Perles in 1982 and studied by Kalai and Wigderson [27].
An embedding of an n-dimensional manifold M into Rd is k-neighborly if for every k points on
the embedding ofM there is a hyperplane H that contains the k points and such that all remaining
points of the embedded manifold are on the (strictly) positive side of H.
Requiring that an embedding be k-neighborly is clearly stronger than requiring that it be gener-
ally k-neighborly. That is, if an embedding is k-neighborly then it is generally k-neighborly. How-
ever, the reverse implication is certainly not true. For example, the degree 2 Veronese embedding
V 22 (x, y) = (x, y, x
2, xy, y2) is only a 1 -neighborly embedding while it is a generally 2 -neighborly
embedding.
In 1982 Perles posed the following problem concerning neighborly embeddings.
Problem 42. What is the smallest dimension d(k, n) of the ambient space in which a k-neighborly
n-dimensional manifold exists?
As in the case of generally neighborly embeddings, for the purposes of this question, it suffices
to assume that M = Rn. Kalai and Wigderson proved
Theorem 43 ([27]). k(n+ 1) ≤ d(k, n) ≤ 2k(k − 1)n.
Improving the bounds in Theorem 43 appears to be difficult compared to the case of generally
k-neighborly embeddings where we were able to conjecture a precise formula for d′(k, n).
Comparing the two definitions, k-neighborly embeddings appear to be the more natural and
fundamental class of embeddings to investigate. However, there may be some applications for which
the notion of generally k-neighborly embeddings is more appropriate. For example, the authors
of [27] were interested in neighborly embeddings in part because they may lead us to important
examples of k-neighborly polytopes. In particular, by picking points on the embedded manifold,
one may produce k-neighborly nonsimplicial polytopes perhaps with other interesting properties.
Since both types of embeddings produce k-neighborly polytopes, our version may be more useful
in this context as it is less restrictive.
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